
Movie Poster Images Dataset  

 

1. Introduction 

This dataset was collected from the IMDB website. One poster image was collected 

from one (mostly) Hollywood movie released from 1980 to 2015. Each poster image 

is associated with a movie as well as some metadata like ID, genres, and box office. 

The ID of each image is set as its file name.  

 

2. Data Description 

Movie_Poster_Dataset.zip – The poster images  

Movie_Poster_Metadata.zip – Metadata of each poster image 

 

For each poster, the associated metadata are represented as follows.  

 

 

Meanings of metadata:  

“_id”  means the object ID of this movie on IMDB. 

“Language”  means the spoken language of this movie.  

“Box_office”  means the total box office of this movie.  

“Country”  means where the movie was released.  

“Rated”  means the rate of this movie, for example, “PG”, “R”.  

“imdbID”  means the ID of this movie from IMDB. This is the main ID we indicate a 

poster image. You can find the corresponding movie poster image with this ID.  

“Awards”  means the awards of this movie. 

“Posters” means the original URL of this movie poster. 

“Director”  means the director of this movie.  

“Released” means when this movie was released.  

“Writer”  means the writer of this movie.  



“imdbVotes”  means the votes of this movie on the IMDB website.  

“Runtime”  means the video length of this movie.  

“Response” means whether there are someone response this movie or not.  

“imdbRating”  means the rating of this movie on the IMDB. 

“Title”  means the title of this movie. 

“Genre”  means the genres of this movie. 

“Actors”  means all the actors of this movie. 

“Type”  means the movie type, for example, “movie”, “series” 

“Metascore”  means the metascore of this movie. 
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